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Adapted from a homily that I preached in 2003. 

As a Catholic priest of ten plus years, I have found one of the most 

rewarding things I do concerns the homebound visits I make to those 

who cannot come to church. Like many aspects of my ministry, visiting 

the homebound is not the best thing I do, but it just happens to be one of 

the most fulfilling. At my previous parishes, I have made it a tradition to 

devote the first Friday of every month to visiting the faithful wherever 

they are living, to spending  some time finding out what is going on in 

their lives, and to offering  them communion and the anointing of the 

sick when asked. 

In the course of my homebound ministry travels, I have learned to 

carry two very important items with me, items that are quite essential in 

the ministry I provide.  The first is my sick call kit, which contains a pyx 

for communion and a stock for the Oil of the Sick.  The other essential 
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item is this (show lint roller).  In the course of my twenty-five years 

worth of anointings, I have collected more cat and dog hair from the 

houses of the homebound than any other time in my life. The person 

who decided that priests should wear black should have been placed in 

a non air-conditioned room with a shaggy dog on a hot day. 

Whenever I bring out the lint roller, I remind myself of a homebound 

friend named Leo, a Filipino gentleman who passed away about three 

years ago.  Earlier in life, Leo frequently attended Mass on the weekdays 

and always on Sundays. During the times I visited Leo, this elderly 

member of our parish used to greet me at the door in his wheel chair, 

would share a cup of coffee with me and would always offer me a bottle 

of wine or some kind gift as a gesture of thanks. Leo was a man gentle of 

heart who loved to spin tales about his formative years in the 

Philippines. “Oh, so much has changed,” he would always tell us, “but 

when you come out to visit me, it reminds me of the priests who used to 

do the same thing many years back in Manila.”  And, of course, before 

our visit was over, I would always encounter Leo’s shaggy cat, who 

would jump on my lap, shedding upon my clean black pants all its fur 
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and all the dirt it picked up while digging into the flower pots in Leo’s 

dining room. 

There is another homebound parishioner whom I visited in Aurora 

named Maria, a Mexican woman who loved to make tamales and mole 

sauce for this very thin and starving priest (to be honest with you, I love 

mole but I cannot stand tamales).  Every week that we entered her house 

to bring Maria the sacraments, we were immediately accosted by her 

big, white furry dog who jumped all over us and attacked us with love 

until we fed her a milk bone, at which time she hid off in a corner to 

enjoy the little treat she had received.  It was then that I would sit down 

with Mary and she would us all about her son who lived in Texas and 

whom she liked to visit, except in the summer because, as Mary told me, 

no one should live in the Texas heat during the summer. 

Each month as I visited the Marias and the Leos of my parishes I 

served, the first thing I would have to do is clean myself off from all the 

animal hair that I accumulated on the trip.  But in my journey of faith, I 

have also found that this ministry is what makes my own life blessed, 

what cleaned my own heart, not exclusively because I was offering the 
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presence of Christ to them but because they are offering Christ’s 

presence to me.  For me, the ministry of Christ is mutual – whenever we 

visit a home to share the word of God with others, it is a moment of 

grace for everyone involved and the more we get involved with this 

type of ministry, the more we realize that the presence of Christ is not 

something reserved only in the sacraments (though he is most present in 

this manner.  The presence of Christ is a gift very much present in the 

home, as reflected in the hearts of the with wonderful people I have 

encountered. 

Today’s reading from Mark’s gospel focuses on homebound 

visitations; one can find parallel texts of this same story in Matthew and 

Luke.  There are some key differences between the three sets of 

readings. In Matthew’s gospel, the twelve apostles are told specifically 

not to visit Samaritan towns, whereas Mark’s gospel does not set this 

limitation.  Matthew and Luke’s gospels forbid the disciples to wear 

sandals, yet Jesus allows the disciples to wear them in Mark, but not to 

carry a second tunic. 
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But the most telling thing on which I would like to focus in Mark’s 

gospel is the fact that the disciples were called forth to anoint the sick. 

As priests are called to do today for the sick and the homebound, so the 

apostles were called to do 2000 years ago in the same fashion.  To preach 

repentance, to cure the sick, to spend time with faithful and loving 

people:  these are the tell tale signs of a person who wishes to follow 

Christ’s example and care for the people who are in need. 

And so, in the spirit of today’s gospel, I propose to you an activity I 

have carried with me from every parish I have ever served. I offer you 

the gift of hometown visitations. In my bulletin article for this weekend, 

I speak about the charism of the homebound visit and the need for the 

priest to visit his flock in the sacred space of their own homes. 

In the spirit of today’s gospel, I also offer my services to the people of 

this parish through First Friday homebound visitations. It is extremely 

important for us to know about which members of our community 

cannot come to Mass on the weekends so that we might bring Christ to 

them. One of the great gifts that my predecessor offered this community 

was the presence of God through his ministry on behalf of those who 
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are ailing. Every time I have visited the hospital these last three weeks, I 

have noticed on the clergy record that Fr. Jim has made it a point to 

continue his ministry to the sick during his own retirement. Please know 

that Deacon Paul and I are very willing to come and visit those who 

wish to receive Christ’s presence in their homes through the sacraments 

of communion, reconciliation, and the anointing of the sick. 

I also would like to take this time to inform all of you of the new 

government regulations concerning pastoral visits to the sick. It is of 

great importance that you all call us whenever a person in your family is 

hospitalized or in hospice care. Because of abuses that have taken place 

from those who have attempted to pass themselves off as clergy in 

health institutions, state and federal regulations now prohibit a member 

of the clergy to visit a member of the faithful unless the faithful 

specifically asks him to do so. Please do not take it as an insult if we 

have not visited the infirm at our parish for this reason – I just ask you 

to do the best you can to keep us informed as much as you can. 

Today I ask you take some time to pray for the sick of our parish. Fr. 

Jim specifically asked me to pray for her sister, who is going through 
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some difficult times this week. I also received a phone call to pray for 

Greg and Robert Bearce this week. Let us embrace the gift of God’s 

sacraments.  Let us share these sacraments with each other.  Let us pray 

for the Leos and the Marys of the world who cannot come to church to 

celebrate the sacraments with us.  Let us welcome the people around us 

into our lives as if they were being welcomed into our own homes, 

because during the Mass and every time they receive Christ in their 

lives, that is exactly what happens for their benefit… Christ welcomes 

the faithful into his home of faith.  May we do the same for the people 

that we meet. This is our prayer. 


